Abstract ADOME, ADvanced Object Modeling Environment, an approach to integrating data and knowledge management based on object-oriented technology, is presented. Next generation information systems will require more exible data modelling capabilities than those provided by current object-oriented DBMSs. In particular, integration of data and knowledge management capabilities will become increasingly important. In this context, ADOME provides versatile role facilities that serve as \dynamic binders" between data objects and production rules, thereby facilitating exible data and knowledge management integration. A prototype that implements this mechanism and the associated operators has been constructed on top of a commercial object-oriented DBMS and a rule base system.
Introduction
Increasingly, organizations require more intelligent information management. In order to achieve a higher level of intelligent behavior, interaction between, and integration of, data management and knowledge management technologies will be necessary and crucial for next generation information system (NGIS) applications such as organizational information systems (OISs), decision support systems (DSSs), computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) and spatial/temporal information systems 43, 46, 47, 58] . In these applications, data objects are no longer just passive entities but can be active and dynamic (i.e., they can exhibit active and dynamic behavior). In addition, application semantics are seldom restricted to merely traditional data-level semantics, but often include knowledge-level semantics, ranging from speci c integrity constraints to more general application rules. Thus, issues related to developing such integrated/hybrid data and knowledge base systems are extremely important to address as they are vital to the development of NGISs and their applications 18, 32, 40, 53] .
For expository and comparison purposes, we classify the data and knowledge management requirements of NGISs into the following three aspects (cf. Figure 1 ):
1. modelling both the structure and behavior of objects in NGIS application domains as supported by the object-oriented (OO) paradigm. In particular, \data" elements in NGIS domains are no longer just passive atomic values. Rather, they can be complex in structure and active in Note that the above three aspects of NGIS requirements are not exhaustive; there are other possible aspects and areas of requirements from the perspective of NGISs, especially from a distributed NGIS point of view. However, our intension in this paper is to focus on the most basic aspects, concentrating on a centralized system context (as a rst step).
To better understand, and to more adequately accommodate, the requirements of NGISs and their applications, we have developed an ADvanced Object Modeling Environment (abbreviated as ADOME). The underlying approach of ADOME is based on integrating a general-purpose rule base system with an object-oriented database (OODB) system in order to enable the integrated system to handle a wide variety of data and knowledge management requirements as articulated above (and depicted in Figure 1 ). The rationale behind such an approach is to allow us to investigate the feasibility and practicality for an organization to upgrade its existing OODB system by simply integrating it with an available rule base system. Such an approach should be highly cost-e ective since it avoids, as much as possible, dramatically rewriting/updating the individual system components. Such an \integration-based" approach also has the advantages of simplicity in design and readiness for experimentation, and allows the resultant system to best utilize the individual component's strengths in handling di erent types of knowledge and their associated operations.
In ADOME, the integration of the rule base with the OODB system is based on a generalized notion of roles 29, 31] . In particular, roles are an e ective means not only for accommodating dynamic functions, such as object migration, state transitions, and multiple perspectives/representations, but also for capturing more application semantics, particularly at the knowledge level. By facilitating the integration of knowledge (in the form of IF-THEN production rules) with data objects, roles essentially serve as \binders" or \mediators" for bridging the gap between data base and knowledge base semantics. As NGIS applications, by their nature, are highly dynamic, the mediators (i.e., roles) need to have the capability to bind the data and knowledge units in a dynamic fashion. Development of such a dynamic role mechanism for accommodating exible object-rule bindings has thus been a major research emphasis in the ADOME project.
In this paper, we describe in detail ADOME's approach to integrating data and knowledge management capabilities for NGIS applications. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we provide a brief overview of prominent work closely related to our research, highlighting the existing de ciencies vis-a-vis the aforementioned requirements of NGISs. In section 3 we describe ADOME's architectural framework for integrating data (objects) and knowledge (rules), and how ADOME's architecture ts into the \bigger" picture of supporting NGISs and their applications. Section 4 details ADOME's versatile role facilities which form the foundation of its dynamic bridging mechanism; a set of associated operators are also described. Section 5 describes our experimental prototype system and some implementation issues associated with the prototype system; we also provide a case study of applying ADOME to an organizational information system (OIS) application, illustrating how ADOME's facilities can be utilized to help address speci c problems pertinent to the OIS application. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
Background of the Research
In this section, we provide an overview of prominent work closely related to our research. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of our research, we group the related work into the following two categories: integrated management of data and rules and dynamic object models.
Integrated Management of Data and Rules
Rule management has been one of the most important extensions in recent years to mainstream database technologies. Rules not only can specify active capabilities but also can capture general knowledge in a declarative way. Expert databases, active databases, and deductive databases all deal with rules in addition to the basic relational model and more recently the object-oriented models. These are enabling technologies for building advanced next-generation information systems (NGISs).
Rules in Active and Expert DBMSs
Rules have played an auxiliary, but signi cant, role in DBMSs for quite a long time. In 49] , for example, Stonebraker pointed out the use of production (i.e. situation-action) rules as a unifying mechanism for integrity control, access control, view processing and for supporting inference. The bulk of the research, however, has been mainly focused on \active" DBMSs 11] which attempt to utilize rules to establish and enforce data management policies in a modular (i.e., by partitioning of complex rule sets into modules) and timely manner, so that an active DBMS can respond automatically to events generated (either internal or external to the system) without user intervention 14, 23] .
On the other hand, AI systems have long used rules and their embedment in actors, daemons, active objects and procedural attachment to slots of frames as \active" knowledge representation and inference mechanisms. However, these AI systems and their implementations usually assumed a small number of objects stored in non-persistent memory, a single thread of execution, and no concurrency control over shared objects. As a remedy, signi cant research has been conducted on providing support to persistent information for these AI systems (usually expert systems) through integrating/incorporating database facilities into them, resulting in what are known as \expert database systems " 26, 54] . 1 With respect to the three aspects of NGIS requirements articulated in section 1, traditional active and expert database systems have really only addressed the second aspect, but not the rst and the third aspects. In particular, they do not provide facilities for modeling the behavioral properties of data objects, nor do they adequately address the various application dynamics of the third aspect.
Rules in the Object-oriented Paradigm
Another important dimension in database technology evolution is the development of advanced/sophisticated database models, in particular the object-oriented models. 7] and 27] provide a detailed and in-depth discussion of this paradigm. Compared with relational systems, an OODB system supports rich data structuring mechanisms and hierarchical and general relationships between objects. The representation of data processing is in the form of encapsulated methods, which are stored and managed by the OODB system. This centralized and uniform code management mechanism not only favors code reuse, but also provides a promising tool for incorporating rules into the system. In particular, rules and their actions may be stored and managed as objects and their methods 5, 13] . Thus, an OODB system is an excellent enabling technology for the uni ed management of rules, data and procedures.
In order to handle various advanced requirements of next generation information systems, the active, expert, OODBMS approach, a combination of the above dimensions, has recently been proposed and inves- A system taking such an approach allows a wide range of internal functions and external applications to be supported in a more general and extensible manner. Some of these systems are implemented by developing a totally new database kernel from scratch (e.g., 14, 15, 19, 22] ), and others by building a special rule management module inside an existing OODBMS (e.g., 4, 8] ). However, this \built-in" approach is system-speci c, rather than general-purpose, as the specially implemented database kernel and/or rule management module can not be (easily) used by di erent OODBMSs. Furthermore, a considerable amount of (re-)implementation e ort is needed, and modi cation to an existing OODBMS' code may also be required when following this approach.
With respect to the three aspects of NGIS requirements articulated in section 1, these new systems provide more support than the traditional active/expert DBMSs, since they are able to address both the rst and second aspects to a large extent. However, they remain weak and limited in the third aspect (i.e., accommodating various application dynamics).
Dynamic Object Modeling
In parallel with research on integrated data object and knowledge rule management, a somewhat independent, yet signi cant, research direction has been on developing OODBMSs that can support advanced \dynamic functions", including object evolution and migration, dynamic conceptual clustering, and multiple perspectives/representations. Two radically di erent directions towards supporting such dynamic functions in OODBMSs can be distinguished: one is based on strongly-typed object models extended with role facilities, and the other is based on language-independent or weakly-typed object models.
Strongly-Typed Models with Role Extensions
Examples of work belonging to this group include conventional OODBMSs developed from strongly-typed programming languages such as C++. In particular, these systems use a static, classi cation-based approach in de ning the structural and behavioral properties of data objects, where each object in the database is assumed to have exactly one class, namely, the one in which the object was created. Such an assumption, however, imposes some serious restrictions on modeling dynamic and/or multi-faceted real world objects, which is especially true in NGIS application domains. To relax this modeling restriction for NGIS applications, role facilities have been proposed and/or incorporated recently into the \statically-typed" OODBMSs 34, 44, 45, 48, 51] , resulting in improved modeling power and exibility for conventional object-oriented models.
The notion of roles is actually not new in database models and systems. In 3], for example, roles were already de ned for the network data modeling approach. Roles were also widely used (and further re ned) in the Entity-Relationship (ER) model and other semantic network data models 52]. In the context of object-oriented databases, roles have been demonstrated to be e ective in supporting object evolution and migration 44, 51] , as well as conceptual clustering modeling 34]. In particular, the work described in 44] devised a role model which facilitates describing the di erent behaviors throughout an object's evolution (and state-transitions). The approach taken for supporting roles is by encapsulating them into classes. Hence roles become simply an additional facet of a class, and they are inherited from a super-class to a sub-class in the usual way (just like the inheritance of attributes and methods). The work on object migration patterns 51] considered allowable patterns for object migration (i.e., change of class) represented as dynamic constraints, and used the valid \role set" histories of objects for this purpose. For the work on conceptual clustering models 34], roles have been used as \threads" through which objects are grouped together in forming ad hoc, dynamic collections (called clusters) as derived \meta-data". Thus the approach taken for supporting roles in that work is also by encapsulation; but instead of within classes, the encapsulation is within clusters.
Roles have also been found useful in supporting multiple perspectives/representations of objects. Work in this area includes object specialization 48], aspects 45] and Fibonacci 1] , which all use somewhat di erent approaches. The work described in 48] took the combined approach of a prototype system and an objectoriented system, where classes are viewed (and realized) as individual objects' (prototypes') auxiliary roles (perspectives), and objects de ne their own inheritance paths. By contrast, in 45], roles are attached to object classes directly as extensions, with each extension providing a specialized perspective (called an aspect) for the objects in the class. Independently, the Fibonacci system by Albano et al 1] allows a role hierarchy to be associated to a base class so that its objects can play any role from that hierarchy.
With respect to the three aspects of NGIS requirements described in section 1, strongly-typed OODBMSs with role extensions are capable of addressing the rst and third aspects to a great extent, but not the second aspect (i.e., modelling of functional aspects including various kinds of problem-solving knowledge).
Language-Independent and Weakly-Typed Models
Another direction towards supporting the various dynamic functions for OODBMSs is by employing a weakly-typed programming language such as Smalltalk, where the previous restriction of \one class only for every object" no longer exists, or by adopting a language-independent object model where the OODBMS de nes its own object model and appropriate mappings are provided from languages to this object model. Examples of the former include GemStone 6], whereas OODAPLEX 12], O2 16] and TIGUKAT 42] follow the latter approach. Consequently these systems, like strongly-typed OODBMSs extended with role facilities, support object migration as well as allow an object to be viewed from di erent perspectives.
With respect to the three aspects of NGIS requirements described in section 1, language-independent and weakly-typed models are capable of addressing the rst and third aspects. Like the afore-mentioned OODBMSs, however, these systems do not address the issue of directly and explicitly supporting or incorporating knowledge-level semantics (in the form of rules) into the OODBMS, thus leaving the second aspect (cf. Figure 1 ) largely unsupported. 3 The Architecture of ADOME To build a data/knowledge management system capable of satisfying all the three aspects of the NGIS requirements articulated in section 1, we have developed a hybrid ADvanced Object Modelling Environment (ADOME), whose underlying approach is based on integrating an OODB system with a rule base system. The architecture of ADOME is characterized by the seamless integration of these two disparate systems using a versatile bridging mechanism (based on role facilities) 9, 29] . Figure 2 illustrates the major components of ADOME at both the lower (implementation) level and the higher (application) level. Such a combined, multi-level approach to building advanced information systems not only enables the system to be quickly and economically constructed, but also allows us to utilize positive features from both the loosely-and tightly-coupled paradigms for integrating data and knowledge management 26] as explained below. 
ADOME as a Loosely-Coupled System
At the implementation level, ADOME takes a loosely-coupled approach 26] in the sense that there is an explicit OODB system for data management and a rule-base component serving as the \knowledge server" for knowledge management. The communication and interaction between the database and the rule-base components are, as shown in Figure 2 , through a dynamic bridging mechanism. Besides the advantages of simplicity in design and readiness for experimentation, this loose-coupling approach avoids complicating the individual component model and functions at the implementation level. At the same time, it provides, via the bridging mechanism, the desired interoperability for accommodating more complex data/knowledge management and problem-solving activities of the application domain. In addition to declarative knowledge semantics (in the form of rules), ADOME also accommodates \procedural" knowledge (in the form of procedures), which typically correspond to the well-thought-out and well-tested tasks from the perspective of an organizational information system 58]. While the topic of supporting procedural knowledge and associated issues such as the migration between declarative and procedural knowledge 37] are not the emphasis of this paper, ADOME also provides facilities for associating data objects or rules with procedures dynamically through the same bridging mechanism.
ADOME as a Tightly-Coupled System
From the application level perspective, however, ADOME can be viewed as a tightly-coupled system in which a single language interface provides a uni ed environment for both data and knowledge management. The reason for providing such a tightly-coupled environment at this level is that, as pointed out in 50] and suggested in 55], there are applications which are conceptually non-partitionable and/or for which late partitioning is more appropriate. From the application user's point of view, it would also be convenient and desirable if a uni ed environment is provided for specifying both data and knowledge semantics and processing, with the system taking care of \partitioning" and \mapping" the di erent kinds of semantics into underlying rule-base and database components. To fully support such tight-coupling, ADOME provides, in addition to a uni ed language interface, facilities for addressing such issues as (i) manner of object-rule binding (i.e., static or dynamic, or both); (ii) scope of rule incorporation (to account for the object-oriented principles of encapsulation and inheritance); (iii) manner of rule de nition, manipulation and ring (i.e., static or dynamic, or both); and (iv) data-/rule-sharing (ranging from 1:1 to M:N between objects and rules) and potential inconsistency problems (so that, for example, the inference engine of the rule base module is always using up-to-date information) 2, 9, 26].
3.3 ADOME's Framework and NGIS Requirements
As our principal objective in developing ADOME is to cater for all three aspects of NGIS requirements (cf. Figure 1 ) within a single framework, it is therefore important for us to demonstrate how ADOME's architectural framework supports these requirements. Figure 3 intuitively illustrates how ADOME's architecture provides support for all three aspects of NGIS requirements. As shown in Figure 3 , the data aspects, including both structure and behavior modeling, are readily covered by the OODBMS component, and the functional aspects, such as activities and problem-solving knowledge (in the forms of tasks, assertive and re-active rules), are supported by the procedure base and rule base components, together with the role mechanism (see below). For the third aspect (application dynamics), the role mechanism of ADOME, in addition to serving as the bridging mechanism between data objects and problem-solving knowledge, provides an e ective basis for modeling various dynamic and higher-level concepts, including \agents" that can, for example, exhibit certain problem-solving capabilities. In section 5.2 we shall present a case-study that details how ADOME's facilities can be e ectively applied to address speci c issues pertinent to an organizational information system (OIS). Admittedly, the base-level ADOME components are not meant to capture all the functionalities required by NGIS applications (e.g., there is no event mechanism, which is needed in order to support re-active or event-condition-action rules). Rather, it is intended to provide a exible foundation upon which more versatile facilities/mechanisms can be developed easily and naturally. 2 In the next section we describe, in detail, the bridging mechanism of ADOME, which is the \heart" of the system, and which is based on a set of versatile role facilities.
The Bridging Mechanism Based on Flexible Role Facilities
The driving-force of ADOME for integrating data and knowledge management is a set of dynamic role facilities that serves as the bridging mechanism (cf. Figure 3 ) for providing the desired interoperability between the OODB system, the procedure base, and the rule base components. In this approach, roles serve as the dynamic mediators/binders between rules, procedures, and data objects. The rationale behind adopting roles for this purpose is, as mentioned before, due to the fact that roles have been an e ective means, in the context of conventional OODBs, for gracefully accommodating various \application dynamics" including object migration and multiple-perspective modelling of objects 1, 31, 44] . Rather than relying on the existing multiple inheritance hierarchy mechanism of an OODB system to model the dynamic aspects of objects, utilizing roles allows us to separate the static aspects from the dynamic ones so that the OODB schema can remain stable. In particular, roles can be devised to naturally partition messages for objects so that objects can receive and send di erent messages at di erent stages of their evolution/life-cycle, complementing the static, classi cation-based approach of conventional OODB models and systems.
In the context of ADOME, roles have been adopted to serve as \virtual classes" which can capture the dynamic interactions and the integration between objects and rules/procedures. By way of example, Figure 4 intuitively illustrates the relationships among such distinct constructs as roles, rules, procedures, and data objects. In the rest of this section, using Figure 4 as a running example, we elaborate on this role-centered approach for ADOME's bridging mechanism by describing the underlying role model and a set of role operators for supporting basic role de nition, manipulation, and bindings to rules, procedures and data objects.
The Role Model
The role model that ADOME's bridging mechanism uses can be viewed as a variant of the class model of conventional OODB systems: a role exhibits some features similar to a class, yet at the same time, also has several di erent features. In particular, the following generic characteristics are applicable to the role concept:
Objects can assume (take up) new roles and/or relinquish (give up) existing roles dynamically; for example, a person who is a full-time student may switch to become a part-time student. Furthermore, s/he may later switch back to be a full-time student again. Roles can be played (shared) by objects of di erent types; for example, both clerks and programmers may play the role of \seminar-helper" whose task is to help arrange for seminars.
Roles partition messages for objects playing the roles, so that objects can receive and send di erent messages from di erent role contexts; for example, di erent postal addresses may apply to persons in their family (private) and employee roles, and a person's private phone number may not be accessible if he is viewed in the employee role.
Roles can be played and relinquished by objects (termed role players) independently or dependently, as determined by some inter-role relationships or constraints; for example, a person may become a customer independently of being a manager/clerk, whereas a professor, who serves as an acting department chairman, may not serve as the head of the Chair-Search Committee at the same time.
To better understand the di erent features (and complementary nature) of roles with respect to OODB classes, we rst present, in the following, a formal de nition of the basic notion of a role. Additional role features supported and used by ADOME are then described in the subsequent subsections.
Formal De nition of Roles
A class in ADOME is a either an object class or a role class, depending on the set of possible individuals (called class instances) contained in it. If the instances are objects, the class is called an object class; if the instances are role players, then the class is called a role class (hereafter abbreviated as role for conciseness). Let inst (C) denote the set of all possible instances of class C with the state of the world 3 being . We assume there is a function called played-by in the model such that if C is an object class and R 1 ; R 2 are roles, then in each state of the world, we have
where played-by(r) is called the player of r, and played-by has the following properties:
1. Let R be a role. For any state of the world, r 1 2 inst (R) and r 2 = played-by(r 1 ) =) r 2 6 = r 1 ; 2. played-by is neither a surjective nor an injective function.
The codomain of played-by includes both the instances of object classes and roles. Therefore, a role player can be an object or even a role instance (i.e., an object already playing a role). However, by the rst property above, we eliminate the case that the role player is the role instance itself, although it is possible that both the role player and the role instance itself are of the same role. The second property provides more information about the role playing characteristics: it implies that an object (or a role instance) can play multiple roles (i.e., played-by is not injective), and also, an object (or a role instance) may not be a player of any roles at all (i.e., played-by is not surjective).
Looking at the di erence between roles and object classes from an identi cation point of view, an instance of an object subclass is identical to (i.e., has the same identi er as) an instance of its superclass but an instance of a role is di erent from any instances of its players' classes. This formalizes the di erence with respect to the \counting" problem raised in 56]. Furthermore, roles also provide data protection by partitioning the messages received by players. For example, if we model a person p1 to play the roles Employee and Student by two role instances e1 and s1, respectively, and studID is an attribute of students but not of persons or employees, then studID(e1) would be a type error. Unless we know that person p1 is a student and access his/her information from the perspective of accessing student information (by studID(s1)), studID(p1) would be a type error. Although not speci cally targeted in ADOME, it is possible to de ne delegation 35 ] from role instances to players. For example, suppose we model an employee e2 as a role of a person p2, and sex is an attribute of persons but not of employees. Then sex(e2) would be a type error. We can correct this error by delegating the evaluation of sex to played by(e2). This amounts to replacing sex(e2) by sex(played-by(e2)).
Roles as \Virtual Classes"
From an OODB model perspective, roles can be naturally regarded as \virtual classes" with some additional facilities. Like a class, a role has a set of attributes and methods (procedures) which de nes the properties and behaviors applicable to any objects playing this role. But unlike a class, it does not create or delete any objects in the database, but only includes-in or excludes-out object players which are taken from database classes. In the context of ADOME, roles are further generalized to include one more signi cant di erence with respect to OODB classes: a role can have a set of IF-THEN production rules which are created within the role and are applicable to any of the role players. These rules are initially owned exclusively by the role, but may become sharable with other roles through explicit exportation and importation (see below). Furthermore, a role may have a number of states. The transitions among these states are de ned by a subset of its rule set (called local-rules). The utility of such additional facilities for roles are explained in subsequent subsections. Figure 5 shows the de nition (using a syntax similar to C++) of the meta-level ROLE, which de nes the main properties (viz., RoleProperties) and operators (viz., RoleOperators) for all application roles; all user-de ned roles are then instances of this meta-role. The RoleProperties consist of six components: (1) the player-list registers all current objects which play the role; (2) the attribute-list records the attributes de ned for the role; (3) the method-list records the methods (operators) de ned for the role; (4) the rule-extent has two parts: the rst part is an array of local and the second part an array of global rule-ids (l-/g-Rids) accommodating both types of rules created by the role; 4 (5) the role-states speci es the possible states that an object player of the role can have; (6) the role-origin indicates the origin (\base role") from which the role is derived (see below). The RoleOperators Similar to classes which are organized into a sub-class (ISA) hierarchy in an OODB, roles are also structured according to \sub-/super-role" relationships, resulting in what we call noble-/base-role hierarchies in ADOME. Thus a noble-role is a specialized role derived from a base-role. For example (cf. Figure  4) , Admin-Staff, Proj-Staff, and Faculty are all noble-roles specializing the base-role Univ-Emp, and Proj-Staff is, in turn, the base-role of Research-Assistant. While a noble-/base-role hierarchy is similar to an ISA hierarchy, there are some di erences. In particular, the attributes and procedures of a base-role are inherited to a noble-role in a selective manner (i.e., some of them may be \suspended" by the noble-role explicitly), and an object player of a noble-role may act as a player of its base-role by choice, but not by default (cf. Figure 6 ). The purpose of such a design decision is to support \choice-based" inheritance at the player (object) level (i.e., to allow individual objects to choose their inheritance paths). This o ers the designer/user greater design exibility in terms of property and behavior inheritance when objects are modeled through the role mechanism. Figure 6 intuitively illustrates this idea, where it is shown that Mary, whose regular employement is as a research-assistant (RA), is regarded as a member of the regular project sta (Proj-Staff), whereas Tom, a postgraduate student working as an RA, is not counted as a regular project sta (Proj-Staff) member by the university policy. By allowing objects playing a role (e.g., RA) to choose explicitly whether they should be counted as players of a base-role (e.g., Proj-Staff), ADOME e ectively facilitates the notion of object specialization popular in AI prototype systems 48], and provides a complementary means to model object individuality by overcoming the \rigidity" of the automatic, full-inheritance imposed by the conventional subclass hierarchy mechanism on data objects. For similar reasons, the rules created by a base-role are not inherited directly by its noble-roles. Rather, the sharing of the rules is by means of explicit export/import operations (described later) between the two roles. Note that this type of rule sharing is not restricted to two roles exhibiting the noble-/base-role relationship, but can be among any roles (cf. section 5.2.2). Explicit, rather than implicit, inheritance is used for rules because rules, unlike attributes and methods, are generally role speci c. Therefore it is usually not desirable for a noble-role to inherit its base-role's rules. For instance, a research assistant of a project is a member of the project sta , but not all the rules (regulations, constraints, travel rules, etc.) de ned for the role Proj-Staff are applicable (in fact sometimes they are even contradictory) to those of the role Research-Assistant. Figure 7 illustrates such an example in which it is shown that only some of the rules of Proj-Staff are exported to the role Research-Assistant, while the latter can also import rules from other roles. In this example, the noble role Research 
Role States and Their Transitions
As shown in Figure 5 , each role can also de ne a set of states, the purpose of which is to facilitate nergrained (i.e., intra-role) control over the role behavior. Intuitively, a role state prescribes the current context of execution of an object player in a given role. For example, an object playing the role Proj-Staff can execute the method assign-duty() only if it is in the state on-board (and not in other states such as on-leave, quit, etc.). To describe how an object player can evolve within a given role according to input and output messages, state transition rules are speci ed as local-rules which constitute part of the role de nition. Such state transition rules resemble a nite state machine, where the transitions are caused by \events" generated from message-passing (or execution of methods). Figure 8 illustrates the possible states and their transitions for the role Proj-Staff, using nite state machine notation. Such state transitions are enforced and implemented by the local rules of the role. 
Role Operators
The meta-level role ROLE described in Figure 5 also indicates that a set of role operators is de ned as part of the role model. These operators are used to provide basic role creation, deletion, and manipulation operations over the object players and rules. Below we describe the semantics of each of the operators; the detailed (syntactic) descriptions of these operators and their sample usage can be found in 31].
A. Role Creation and Deletion
NewRole { This is the role constructor for creating a new role. Creating a role requires the specication of a name for the role, the base-role upon which this role is de ned, the additional attributes and methods (in addition to those selectively inherited from the base-role), and the possible states a role player may have, as well as the transition rules of such states.
~NewRole { This is the destructor for deleting a role. Once a role is deleted, all its functions/methods and rules owned by (i.e., created within) the role are removed from the system, and its players are detached from this role.
B. Operations on Players
IncludePlayer { This operator assigns the role to some speci ed data objects in the database; the objects assigned with the role can be optionally set to an initial state. (When the initial state is not speci ed, then all these objects/players will be put in the nil state, which can be re-set to any valid state afterwards using the SetState operator described below).
ExcludePlayer { This operator is the inverse of the one above (i.e., it is used to detach the role from some speci ed existing players).
SetPlayerValue { This operator allows a player's value to be set for a given attribute de ned by the role. It can be used for both assigning a new or updating an old value to a player for the given attribute.
IterateOnPlayers { This operator returns a set of object players of the role by iterating on the player list. There are two options the user can specify: \exclusive" or \recursive" which return the set of explicit players or all the players including inherited ones, respectively.
C. Operations on Role States
CurrentState { This operator returns the current state of an object within a speci ed role. Note that every role player can be at any time in one of the states whose transitions are de ned by the role's local rules (cf. section 4.1.3).
SetState { This operator sets the current state of an object playing a given role to a speci ed state. This operator can also be used for resetting a player's current state.
D. Operations on Rules and Methods
Create-Rule { This operator creates a new rule (with the name given) within the current role. As a result of this operation, all the object players of this current role become \bound" to this rule.
Update-Rule { This operator modi es an existing rule within the current role; the change is also propagated to all the importing roles of this rule.
Delete-Rule { This operator deletes a rule within the current role (and hence from all the importing roles of this rule).
Deactivate-Rule { This operation causes the speci ed rule to be temporarily \suspended" (masked) from the given set of object players. Such masked rules can later be resumed by using the ResumeRule operator.
Resume-Rule { This operator allows a deactivated rule to be resumed upon a set of object players.
Note that this operator (as well as the one above) is idempotent, meaning that executing it several times is equivalent to executing it just once.
Fire-Rule { This operator is used to \interpret" a rule de ned by a speci ed role over a set of objects playing that role. This operation is especially useful when a newly introduced rule needs to be evaluated and/or tested instantly, rather than be scheduled for execution by the rule base component.
IterateOnRules { This operation returns the set of rules de ned on and/or applicable to the players of a given role. The user can choose to get the set of \owned rules", \imported rules", or all the applicable rules.
Add-Method { This operator either creates a new method, or imports an external procedure from the \procedure pool" as a method to a speci ed role. In general, a method can be dynamically created if it is an executable le that can execute on the set of object players, or it can be a \derived" function calling several of the players' methods in a combined manner; further, such a method is said to be owned by the role. In contrast, an imported procedure must be an \accessible" one exported by some other role (see below), and it does not become an owned one after the role imports it.
Export-Procedure { This operation exports an owned method to be either available (callable) publicly or to some selected set of roles. In either case, the exported method will become a shared procedure which is put into the \procedure pool" (cf. Figure 4 ). This operation can be viewed as a basic way of supporting \method sharing" (in addition to \rule sharing") among the roles across the base-/noblerole boundaries.
Drop-Method { This operator causes a method, either owned or imported by a role, to be removed from it. If the method is an owned one, and it has further been exported as a shared procedure, then the method is also removed from the pool as well as those roles that have imported it.
Invoke-Procedure { This operator invokes an external procedure imported by a role. This operation is quite useful when a newly imported procedure needs to be evaluated and/or tested upon a set of objects.
IterateOnMethods { This operation returns a set of methods de ned on and/or applicable to the players of the role. \Owned methods", \imported procedures", or all the methods and procedures (i.e., both owned and exported ones) can be returned.
Correlation Between Classes and Roles
The role model described above facilitates dynamic object-rule bindings by allowing objects to dynamically become role players and by supporting dynamic rule de nition and manipulation. Through the noble-/baserole hierarchy and the import/export facilities, rules can be shared among di erent roles and thus di erent objects (players) and vice versa. This calls for exible correlation schemes between classes and roles. There are two feasible schemes for this purpose, as detailed below.
Scheme I: Extending Class De nitions with Role Assertions In this scheme, an ordinary class de nition is extended to include a role assertion part. Speci cally, when an OODB class, say Foreign-Born, is de ned, applicable roles for this class (e.g., proj-staff, admin-staff, faculty, etc.) which already exist can be speci ed as part of the OODB class by using a role-assertions construct. In addition, roles can also be dynamically added and/or deleted from the class at any time. To protect the validity of taking up and/or relinquishing the applicable roles, and to enforce the taking up of the roles in an appropriate order (if any), necessary control rules in the form of ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules 2] can be de ned (also in the role-assertions construct). Figure 9 illustrates an example object class de nition (using a syntax similar to C++) which is augmented with the role-assertions construct. In this example, it is shown that the applicable roles for the objects of Foreign-Born are initially de ned as the set fproj-staff, proj-manager, faculty, ...g, which can later be updated. Furthermore, some of the roles are constrained so that, for example, the role proj-manager can only be assumed by an employee who has already had the necessary experience of being a member of proj-staff. Such role assertions can be treated as special forms of integrity constraints upon the class objects, and thus may be enforced through the rule base component.
Scheme II: Adding Player-Domain Constraints on Roles One of the drawbacks of Scheme I is that it requires some (though limited) modi cations to be made to an existing object-oriented class mechanism in order to incorporate the role assertions in the class de nitions. Also, \global/generic" inter-role constraints and relationships are awkward to specify as all the role assertions are speci ed with respect to individual classes. An alternative way to correlate roles and classes is by specifying class constraints within the role de nitions. In particular, when a role is de ned, all the classes/subclasses from which objects can play this role are speci ed as class constraints (called player-domain constraints). Further, inter-role rela-tionships and constraints are also speci ed as part of the role de nition. Figure 10 shows the example of Figure 9 using class constraints. This scheme is able to overcome the aforementioned drawbacks of Scheme I, but it has its own disadvantage, namely, whenever a new (sub-)class is de ned in the database, the applicable roles need to be checked to see if their player-domain constraints should be updated. However, due to its advantages over Scheme I and, as we envision that in a system like ADOME the need of such \schema evolution" would be minimized because of its dynamic role mechanism, our current ADOME prototype uses this scheme in implementing the correlation between classes and roles. 
Discussion
The role-centered approach to providing advanced data/knowledge modelling capabilities taken by ADOME, as described above, o ers signi cant exibility and e ciency for data and knowledge integration. It embodies a practical, cost-e ective approach for an organization to upgrade its existing OODB system by simply integrating an available rule base system through an \added-on" versatile bridging mechanism. Compared with systems that take the built-in approach (e.g., , ADOME's approach, though perhaps (relatively) less e cient in terms of the underlying communication involved (between the two systems), is however more general-purpose and less costly to build. This is due to the fact that the same bridging mechanism can be used by other OODBMSs with little (or simply no) change needed to the existing OODBMS code. Besides this obvious advantage, our approach also results in several attractive \by-products" 29]. For example, in ADOME, rules are de ned according to roles. Hence, \owner" roles can serve as natural indices for relevant rules, which helps to reduce the search space when rules need to be retrieved. Accordingly, the processing of rules (e.g., accessing or ring) can be made more e cient within the rule-base system. Though not a targeted goal in this project, we believe this approach, based on roles, actually creates some new opportunities for optimization in the rule-base system including (rule) caching, clustering, and ordering.
To facilitate rule sharing and inheritance among di erent roles, rules have been treated as \ rst class" citizens in the sense that they hold unique rule-ids. From a conventional object-oriented perspective, the classes of rules are exactly those roles which de ne them. (Hence, a role can be viewed as an extended class which has two kinds of extents: a \shadow" extent for holding object players and an \explicit" extent for maintaining rules.) Operations on roles are thus de ned in a way similar to methods on objects, simplifying the implementation. Utilizing roles for building the bridging mechanism also allows us to make full use of existing role capabilities, which are useful for the kind of applications at which ADOME is targeted. As mentioned before, these include the ability to model multi-faceted objects (or to provide semantic relativism), to support dynamic object migration, and to provide an extended query capability (e.g., querying-by-roles for both data and rules). The utilization of these additional bene ts are explored in an organizational information system (OIS) application being developed upon the ADOME prototype (see Section 5.2).
5 The ADOME Prototype and Its Application
As part of this research we have developed an ADOME prototype system based on two commercially available systems. One is an OODB system called ITASCA ODBMS 25] (which is the commercial version of the ORION system developed at MCC 28] ). The other is an expert system shell called CLIPS (C Language Integrated Production System from Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center) 38]. Note that the choice of a speci c OODB system (in this case ITASCA ODBMS) and a rule base system (i.e., CLIPS) is mainly due to the availability of these systems to us, though the dynamic capabilities of the ITASCA ODBMS to support schema evolution have also been found convenient for quick prototyping purposes (see below). The prototype system is written in a mixture of C++ and LISP. First, we discuss the implementation of the ADOME prototype. We then describe a speci c application of ADOME in the context of an organizational information system called MOAP.
An Implementation of ADOME
As an integration project, our approach to prototype development has been bottom up. In the following subsections, we brie y describe the implementation of roles, rules, and a bridging layer which maps ITASCA ODBMS objects into CLIPS objects, thereby providing an integrated interface to applications. More details about the implementation and the prototype system have been reported in 9].
Implementation of Roles
For simplicity and convenience, roles are implemented as rst-class objects in the ADOME prototype due to the fact that the dynamic features of the ITASCA ODBMS can easily be mapped to the functionality of the roles. In particular, a meta-role facility (cf. Figure 11 ) has been devised which serves as the root for the role class hierarchy (i.e., every role class is implemented as a sub-class of the meta-role). The de nition of a role class can be dynamically modi ed since the ITASCA ODBMS supports dynamic schema modi cation. Note, however, that this implementation choice is purely for ease and convenience. It does not imply that ADOME's approach is dependent upon the ITASCA ODBMS. In fact, not only do many commercial OODBMSs now support schema evolution, but also the role mechanism can be naturally implemented as a separate module independent of the underlying OODBMS. 5 In our prototype, we have taken an explicit Oid approach for keeping track of which objects play which roles: when an object player takes up a role, a role instance of that role class is created. This allows us to e ectively address the \counting" problem 56] which was also mentioned in section 4.1.1. Each instance of a role class stores the role attributes corresponding to a role player. Note that the explicit creation of role instances is transparent from the user's point of view. In other words, users are shielded from the existence of role instances. Apart from being sub-classes of the meta-role, each role class can also be a sub-class of other roles, and multiple inheritance among base-/noble-roles is supported. All role operations can be accomplished without the knowledge of role instances by the user. This additional level of indirection however causes a slight overhead. Since a player of a noble role does not play its base role by default, our implementation introduces the concept of dependent roles and independent roles. Every role player must play an independent role with zero or more dependent roles. When a role player is excluded from playing the independent role, the implied action is to exclude it altogether from its dependent roles. On the other hand, a player can be excluded from playing a dependent role without a ecting the other roles that it is playing. A dependent role can depend on other dependent roles. Figure 11 shows, in LISP syntax, the de nition of the meta-role, where Player contains the players that are playing this role, Current-State records the state of the player whose state change can be speci ed by a nite automata 31], Player-Type is either "Dependent" or "Independent", and Dependent-Players stores a list of roles of the dependent players of this role instance. In addition, there are attributes that deal with \visibility" of rules (as a way to control rule sharing). These are the attributes Public-Rules, which contains a set of rules that are available for export to other roles, Private-Rules for rules that are local to the role, and Player-Rules for rules that are subscribed to by some, but not all, players of the role; all these attributes are \class attributes" (cf. Figure 11 ) since they are shared by all instances of the class that implements the role.
As mentioned earlier, we use Scheme II to implement roles, which does not require modi cation to the role player objects. Also, in our implementation, roles can serve as a logical grouping of rules, which may facilitate partial triggering of rules based on roles. 5 In a related project we have indeed adopted this approach and built such an OODBMS-independent role mechanism; details of that implementation can be found in 24].
Implementation of Rules
Rules are also implemented as rst-class objects in ADOME, which facilitates the sharing and processing of rules. Figure 12 shows the rule class de nition in the ADOME prototype system. Here, Name speci es the name of the rule while Body speci es both the condition and action of the rule. Subscribed-Roles stores a list of role classes that have subscribed to the rule. All players of subscribed roles are subject to the applicability of the rule unless they are in Suspended-Players, which stores a list of players that are players of the roles in Subscribed-Roles but are temporarily exempted from the applicability of the rule. Subscribed-Players stores a list of individual players (possibly from di erent roles) that are subject to the applicability of the rule. Related-Objects is a list of objects that may be referenced in the rule. Its members can be classes, which implies that all objects of the class will be loaded into the CLIPS working memory; they can also be object instances, in which case only the objects are loaded. Notice that subscribers of the rules are implicitly related objects and do not need to be speci ed.
Implementation of the Bridging Layer
The bridging layer maps database objects into CLIPS format and provides an integrated programming interface to applications. The programming interface is written in C++ and a sample of the code is listed in the appendix.
Role Operations
Most of the programming interface consists of the role operations described earlier (cf. section 4.2). There are three views of role operations supported: 1. Role-centered view. In this view, operations are usually of an administrative nature and involve all role players. For example, add/drop rules that are applicable to all players. These operations are directed to the role class.
2. Player-centered view. Operations in this category are generally applicable to individual players such as subscribing to rules.
3. Rule-centered view. Sometimes, a user may be interested in knowing the subscribers of a rule. The knowledge of subscribers of a rule may help in deciding on the applicability of the rule to new roles. It should be stressed that all operations can be accomplished in the role-centered view and support for the other two views does not require modi cation to the role player's class de nition.
Loading of rules
Since CLIPS requires all rules and relevant facts to be in its working memory in order to execute rules, rules and their related objects are loaded into memory before execution. As rules are loaded into CLIPS working memory, they are automatically rewritten to re ect the applicability of the rules with respect to the subscribing roles, subscribing players, and suspended players.
Loading of objects into CLIPS
Objects that may be referenced by a rule in CLIPS will be loaded into CLIPS working memory when the rule is loaded. Objects in CLIPS are in general \mirror images" of objects in the ITASCA ODBMS except that the class hierarchy is not maintained in CLIPS working memory. As a result, none of the \mirror images" of the database classes in CLIPS working memory have an explicit is-a relation with each other. We do not think this is a major de ciency since the whole class hierarchy is still maintained in, and available from, the database.
Current Status of the Prototype
So far, our prototype system provides all the basic features of the ADOME modelling facilities including the role de nition and operations, rule representation and operations, and the mapping between the database, C++, and CLIPS objects (so that rules in CLIPS have a uniform view of transient and persistent objects). Also, an experimental graphical user interface has been designed and implemented which supports the whole range of ADOME operations and activities 9]. The prototype system is currently being further re ned and extended to support a exible event mechanism as well as an associated query language.
Applying ADOME to an OIS: a Case-Study
To demonstrate the utility of ADOME's versatile modeling facilities for NGISs and their applications, we present in this subsection a case study of applying ADOME to a speci c organizational information system (OIS) called MOAP 58] . Due to space limitations, we restrict ourselves to some speci c aspects of applying ADOME to MOAP, highlighting how ADOME's facilities help address some of the challenging requirements imposed by NGISs such as MOAP. We rst present a brief overview of MOAP and its architecture, and then describe how ADOME can be \plugged in" to MOAP as its data/knowledge base engine.
MOAP: an Organizational Information System
MOAP (Micro-Organization Activity Processor) is an example NGIS system targeted at activity management and processing in an organizational environment 58]. The goal of MOAP is to support the activities that occur within an organization. Therefore the MOAP architecture mimics an organization as a composition of many units. Each of these units is called a micro-organization because it behaves much like an organization except that it only contains a small domain of organizational knowledge. Examples of micro-organizations are department head's o ce, payroll clerks, and word processing advisor (i.e., micro-organizations can be individual organizational workers or organizational units). Similar to a society, organizational activities result from what happens inside micro-organizations as well as the interactions between them 21, 41].
To each of the micro-organizations within an organization we can assign an activity processor to assist in carrying out the functions of the micro-organization. An activity processor, in addition to coordinating the execution of the entities within itself, can communicate with other micro-organizations when it is necessary to do so. Figure 13(a) shows the conceptual system architecture of a micro-organization activity processor (MOAP). As shown in Figure 13 repository, procedural knowledge (\tasks"), problem-solving knowledge, workspace, activity agent, and activity controller/coordinator. Note also that every MOAP has an organizational agent (functional unit or person in the organization) that is ultimately responsible for the activities performed by the MOAP. The implemenetation of the MOAP architecture currently consists of two parts: an engine for data and knowledge management and a programming environment for constructing speci c MOAPs. The former is realized by ADOME, whereas the latter is implemented by OASIS whose detailed description can be found in 39]; also, details on each of the MOAP entities can be found in 58] and are thus omitted here. The focus of our subsequent discussion is to examine some of the issues involved in incorporating ADOME as the data/knowledge engine for MOAP.
For a system like MOAP, it is clear that integrated data and knowledge management capabilities as provided by ADOME are required and crucial. A thorough analysis of MOAP's requirements has led us to incorporate ADOME as the data/knowledge base engine for MOAP in the manner depicted in Figure 13(b) . In particular, as the data repository operations of MOAP include conventional types of data-processing activities, they are mainly supported by the OODBMS of ADOME directly. Advanced database functions (such as support for data object migration, multiple perspectives on objects, association of di erent operations on objects dynamically, etc.) are achieved through the role facility (which acts as the bridging mechanism). On the other hand, problem-solving knowledge used by MOAP in the form of consultation rules (CR) for task-processing and external activity rules (EAR) for distributed communication, are readily supported to a large extent by the rule base system (for rule evaluation) coupled with the role mechanism (for rule management). There are other aspects of utilizing ADOME for MOAP applications which we omit here for simplicity. 6 In the following we discuss how this particular setting (of incorporating ADOME into MOAP) allows us to address some of the speci c problems pertinent to an advanced information system like MOAP. In particular, we look at how ADOME's versatile role facilities can be employed to resolve some of the challenging data and knowledge management issues 32] which would, otherwise, be very costly and awkward to deal with.
Knowledge Communication and Sharing in MOAP/ADOME
One of the requirements of a NGIS system such as MOAP, which we elaborate on in detail here, is the ability to support exible knowledge communication and sharing among the organizational agents. As mentioned above, one MOAP can be assigned to each of the micro-organizations in an organization. For example, each individual in an organization can be assigned a MOAP (called an agent MOAP) and each organizational unit can be assigned a MOAP (called a unit MOAP) ( Figure 14) . Because each MOAP contains some organizational knowledge, the MOAP architecture (cf. Figure 13(a) ) explicitly partitions and distributes organizational knowledge among di erent MOAPs. MOAPs can contain private knowledge and they can share knowledge with other MOAPs in an organization by means of a knowledge inheritance hierarchy. This hierarchy categorizes the knowledge contained in MOAPs into agent MOAPs (individuals) and unit MOAPs (organizational units) 58] and relates these two types of knowledge in an inheritance hierarchy according to the structure of the organization (cf. Figure 14) . 7 In addition to sharing knowledge based on the knowledge inheritance hierarchy, more exible sharing outside of the hierarchy is also needed. Such sharing includes both (1) dynamic binding of di erent agent MOAPs (i.e., people) to various PSK rules and/or procedures, and (2) explicit sharing of MOAP-speci c PSK rules among agent MOAPs in di erent knowledge inheritance hierarchies.
The rst point requires the system to allow PSK rules and/or procedures to become accessible to di erent agent MOAPs dynamically. For example, a sales person Joe (belonging to the Sales department) may previously have little knowledge about a particular development project in the Development department developing system X, nor does an advertising person Sam (belonging to the Advertising department) know anything about system X. If both of them have been assigned to serve as marketing agents for system X, then they both need to have some knowledge about it in order to help market it (e.g., they should at least 6 For example, support for individual MOAPs to \learn from experience" (as implemented in OASIS 39]), calls for a combination of database capability (for case management) and rule-base functions (for case-based reasoning). This case-base subsystem can also be supported on top of the database and rule base of ADOME 36].
be able to answer some simple questions and/or describe some basic functionalities of system X).
How do we make (basic) knowledge (on system X) which resides in Project X of the Development department available to individual agent MOAPs like Joe and Sam who belong to di erent organizational units not directly related to the Development department? Introducing a new unit MOAP and adding it to the knowledge inheritance hierarchy would be one way to do so, but obviously it is undesirable for an organization to perform (frequent) structural changes in order to accommodate some new activities (such as to promote new products/systems). Another possible way, which is supported in systems like Ode 22], Sentinel 8] and Chimera 4], is to de ne speci c rules at the object instance-level (instead of at the class level) and attach these rules to those individual objects (e.g., Joe and Sam) explicitly. This however creates a serious problem for managing and maintaining such instance-level rules when their number is large. Furthermore, it is very awkward and in exible when some objects no longer need to have the speci c PSK while others may need to acquire it later. In ADOME, this problem can be naturally addressed through the role facilities in a graceful manner. In particular, a role called SystemX-Marketing-Rep, serving as a \virtual" unit MOAP, can be de ned for this purpose, into which Joe and Sam (among others) are included as players of that role (i.e., the actual agent MOAPs of the SystemX-Marketing-Rep). The basic knowledge about system X (exempli ed by the DemoStrategy-Rule1 in Figure 14 , which uses a method playDemo() de ned in ProjectX) can thus be shared easily and exibly among all the agent MOAPs (in this case, Sam and Joe) appointed from di erent organizational units (through the IncludePlayer operation). Note that for an object to be eligible to be appointed/included as an instance of SystemX-Marketing-Rep, it must come from a unit (class) which has already been declared in the CLASS-CONSTRAINTS of SystemX-Marketing-Rep (cf. Figure14). The second point requires the system to allow PSK rules de ned for unit MOAPs to be dynamically shared and communicated, as needed, in an even more exible (ad hoc) manner. In particular, among unit MOAPs in di erent knowledge inheritance hierarchies there can also be a need to directly share MOAP-speci c knowledge (PSK rules). For example, travel agents may sometimes need to know accident insurance policies/rules which are already de ned by insurance agents. Instead of duplicating all such accident insurance policies for the travel agents, it will be more e cient and cost-e ective to simply allow travel agent MOAPs to \import" the needed rules from the insurance agent MOAPs. In ADOME, this can be easily accommodated by an import/export protocol between these two agent types (modeled as roles), as illustrated in Figure 15 . Notice that while all the imported rules become accessible and applicable to a travel agent, these rules are still owned by the insurance agent, and not by the travel agent. Hence, an imported rule will no longer be available to the importer (e.g., Travel-Agent) Figure 15 : Explicit Knowledge Sharing (Importation/Exportation) between Two Agents Obviously in both scenarios described above, the exible role mechanism of ADOME is the \key" to addressing such challenging problems involved in dynamic knowledge communication and sharing. Otherwise, knowledge communication and sharing would be awkward, in exible, and/or costly. We note that few systems have actually supported, to the best of our knowledge, the types of knowledge sharing supported by ADOME, which, as we have demonstrated, are useful and required by NGISs such as MOAP.
Conclusions and Research Directions
Next generation information systems (NGISs) and their applications require more advanced data and knowledge management capabilities than what have been provided by current database technologies. Conventional technologies, as embodied by existing active databases, expert databases, and object-oriented database management systems (OODBMSs), do not fully address all the requirements imposed by NGISs. In this paper we have described an architecture and a prototype system (i.e., ADOME) that provides hybrid facilities to accommodate the modelling requirements of NGISs, through the integration of a commercially available OODBMS with a production rule base system. With respect to NGIS requirements articulated in the beginning of the paper (cf. Figure 1) , our system is able to address all the three aspects (i.e., data, functional, and dynamic aspects) to a great extent, whereas traditional active/expert databases and other existing OODBMSs can only address a subset of these aspects.
A major research emphasis of the ADOME project has been on the development of a dynamic bridging mechanism for integrating its disparate component systems. This bridging mechanism is based on a generalized role concept in order to accommodate exible data-knowledge bindings. In particular, roles in ADOME serve as dynamic \mediators/binders" between data (objects) and knowledge (rules and procedures). A role model that o ers several advanced features, such as noble-/base-role hierarchy, speci c/common areas for rules, and rules as rst class \objects", has been described. A set of operators has been de ned and implemented which supports basic role creation/deletion, role state operations, rule and method manipulation, and operations on objects (players). Relevant issues such as the correlation between classes and roles, and possible extensions to current OODBMS class mechanisms have also been addressed. Finally, we described an example application of ADOME in the context of an organizational information system called MOAP, and showed how ADOME's facilities help solve some of the challenging problems involved in knowledge communication and sharing in such an environment. ADOME's integration-based approach towards supporting and developing NGISs provides us with a practical opportunity to test the e cacy, as well as viability, of using existing OODBMS and rule-based technologies to implement NGISs. The speci c advantages of ADOME's \role-centered" methodology for providing interoperability among data objects and problem-solving knowledge (rules and procedures) include:
are stored physically in the object-oriented database which can accommodate large sets of rules with e cient search facilities.
While the role-centered approach taken by ADOME represents a practical way of extending current OODBMSs to capture more knowledge-level and dynamic semantics, further extension of the role mechanism and its underlying role model facilities would be useful. For example, the current model does not provide facilities to support temporal events (e.g., support for \historic" players) and thus no support for temporal knowledge/constraints. Also, the current support for role-level interactions and inter-role relationships is still limited; more research on this issue is currently being carried out in order to achieve better management of roles (and thus the data and knowledge involved). Furthermore, we are also in the process of developing a versatile event mechanism on top of ADOME so as to enable ADOME to support (re-)active capabilities which are also needed by NGISs 10] . Issues that we hope to investigate in the near-term using the ADOME prototype include:
use of roles to optimize access, processing, and storage of the database/rule base. evolution of the data and rule base and, in particular, migration of rules to (object) methods and vice versa; adequacy of the role-based approach for incorporating other types of data/knowledge such as planning knowledge, cooperation/competition knowledge, negotiation knowledge, and user/agent capability knowledge.
APPENDIX: Listing of some C++ Class De nitions of the Bridging Layer
The bridging layer of ADOME is implemented in C++. Some C++ class de nitions are given below, where only essential methods are shown (for the sake of ease of understanding). ..
};
class RolePlayer : public DBObject;
..
The way roles are stored in memory is di erent from that in the database since C++ has a static class hierarchy while our implementation requires dynamic creation and deletion of classes. This problem leads to the adoption of class DBObject and ClassObject. The instances of these two classes are images of the database instance and class object and are the primary data structure for the object cache. They can also be a potential basis for implementing a transparent persistent object store. The instances of RoleClass are class objects of role. MetaRole is an instance of RoleClass and so are all noble roles of MetaRole.
